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on entering

Slowly my eyes adjust to the dim, and to the fl are. I make my way, fi nding somewhere 

to place my feet among the fragments of light scaft ered, pink, on the fl oor.

In between ENTER SLOWLY (2024) and fi nd your feet (2024), I situate myself in the 

transifi onal space of the lobby. Having crossed the threshold, I am now inside Helen 

Robertson’s Echo, a transmedial fi gurafi on, which posifi ons a number of interrelated 

works across the spaces of the Danielle Arnaud gallery. 

Echo stages a set of performafi ve associafi ons between several historical fi gures – 

arfi sts and architects: male modernists – arfi st Donald Judd and architect Mies van 

der Rohe – and the women who worked with them, oft en obscured from history 

– Edith Farnsworth, Lilly Reich, and Laureft a Vinciarelli. Robertson’s response to the 

absences of these women in the archive is not simply a work of retrieval. Her arfi sfi c 

pracfi ce fi gures mofi fs of absence and presence when returning to their work, and to 

other arfi sts and architects who come later, and who also frame and reframe these 

earlier contribufi ons. 

In so doing, Robertson intervenes as an arfi st into feminist architectural history – pro-

ducing links that are visual and spafi al, indexical and associafi ve – that I will come to 

describe here as ‘fi gurafi ons.’1 These relafi ons operate across – trans – media, genre, 

history and geography – combining pracfi ces of choreography, design, fi lm-making, 

photography, sculpture, and texfi les. Her works do much more than return others to 

the canon, or even to return to others, rather they quesfi on what it means to return, 

turning the canon over, addressing the gaps of history through diff erent registers of 

materiality  – light, shadow, refl ecfi on, maft er, breath – proposing instead re-turns.

Diff racfi on owes as much to a thick legacy of feminist theorising about 

diff erence as it does to physics. As such, I want to begin by re-turning – 

not by returning as in refl ecfi ng on or going back to a past that was, but 

re-turning as in turning it over and over again – iterafi vely intra-acfi ng, 

re-diff racfi ng, diff racfi ng anew, in the making of new temporalifi es 

(spacefi memaft erings), new diff racfi on paft erns.2

So writes Karen Barad in her 2014 arfi cle, ‘Diff racfi ng Diff racfi on: Cufti  ng Together-

Apart,’ in which she makes a conceptual disfi ncfi on between return and re-turn:



in the case of Eileen Gray, Robertson re-turns her experiments with light and air, 

colour and space, through fragments of colour, arranging as if through the glare 

caught in a camera lens, drawing aft enfi on to the way her works acfi vate a sense of 

being with. In Echo, this ‘being with’ includes arfi sts like Liz Deschenes and Louise 

Lawler, the laft er, who revisits Judd’s sculptures in a diff erent light; Laura Marfí nez de 

Guereñu and Frida Escobedo, who reenact and remember the history and the spaces 

of Mies and Reich’s Barcelona Pavilion (1929); and Nora Wendl who revisits client 

Edith Farnsworth’s occupafi on of her own home designed by Mies in 1945-51.

across the light

In looking ahead, towards the garden, I see greenery beyond. A translucent black 

curtain pauses in crossing the glass. Precisely posifi oned, it half fi lls the window, 

fi ltering the light, and parfi ally blocking my gaze.

As if in response to the gently brushing fronds of green, changing fl ashes of foliage 

pulse along the adjacent wall. Trees tremble against the sky in one stretched rhom-

boid; in another, fresh leaves shimmer in their own watery refl ecfi on, a scalloped 

edge forming one side of a dark frame.

In Robertson’s fi lm, indivisible (Y) (2018), Escobedo’s Serpenfi ne Pavilion (2018), a 

structure composed of screens ingeniously constructed of concrete fi les, and entered 

along cuts across the space, encloses two small chambers, one large central court-

yard, and a pool. The pavilion combines two geometries, one facing the gallery or-

thogonally, and the other posifi oned diagonally, marking passage in, out, and across 

the pavilion, and indexing the true north of the Greenwich meridian.3

Posifi oned diagonally. Cut on the bias. Running against the grain. In creafi ng a meth-

odology that is interdisciplinary, Julia Kristeva has spoken of the need to ‘construct a 

diagonal axis.’4

indivisible xyz (2018) is framed obliquely, projected from align (2024), a welded steel 

sculpture also constructed using diagonal planes. Its shape derives from Escobedo’s 

triangular pavilion pool, which, as the architect describes, with its refl ecfi ng surface, 

references, but also translates, the pool of Reich and Mies’ Barcelona Pavilion from 

1929, to the Serpenfi ne in London some ninety years later.5While indivisible xyz

makes visible a slice along this pool’s meniscus, the sky’s refl ecfi on in water posi-



fi oned as a quivering space of the in between; align is fragile, trembling on thin legs, 

vibrafi ng as footsteps are taken across the wooden fl oor boards.

Escobedo discusses how her pavilion was designed in terms of fragments – planes 

and diagonals – creafi ng infi mate and collecfi ve spaces, and how the lafti  ce wall pro-

duces diff erent degrees of transparency – translucent and opaque – as it responds to 

changing movements of light and shadow throughout the day. When she describes a 

journey through the pavilion ‘like a montage of spaces that happen, one right next to 

the other,’ her voice reminds me of Crisfi na Iglesias introducing her solo show at the 

Whitechapel Galley in 2003. An exhibifi on that contained works such as Unfi tled: Pas-

sage I (2002), Vegetafi on Rooms, Unfi tled (Celosia I) (1996), and Unfi tled (Celosia VII)

(2002), Iglesias talked of how, in moving through the seven works in the exhibifi on, 

‘some things you see will remind you of others.’ She menfi oned in parfi cular déjà vu

as ‘a memory that keeps coming back.’ 6

In responding to her work, fi rst in 2003, and then again, almost twenty years later,7 I 

referred to Peter Krapp, and his discussion of how déjà vu, as a ‘recurring structure[s] 

of the cover up and the secret,’8  can be connected to ‘the temporal folding of two 

“memories”’ in Sigmund Freud’s ‘screen memory.’9 I noted how in Freud’s diff erent 

temporal models of screen memory, the layering eff ect of the fold occurs in at least 

two direcfi ons; fi rst, when an earlier memory screens a later one;10 second, when 

a later memory covers an earlier one; and fi nally when both memories appear to 

emerge from the same historical moment.11

What to make of these folded memories, voluntary and involuntary, and the spaces 

created out of remembering? 

Michel de Certeau argues that psychoanalysis and history ‘have two diff erent ways of 

distribufi ng the space of memory’:

They conceive of the relafi on between the past and the present diff erently. 

Psychoanalysis recognizes the past in the present; historiography places 

them beside one another. Psychoanalysis treats the relafi on as one of imbri-

cafi on (one in the place of the other) … Historiography conceives the relafi on 

as one of succession (one aft er the other) … Two strategies of fi me thus 

confront one another.12



Arfi sfi c installafi ons that combine media, fi me-based and otherwise, can stage this 

temporal confrontafi on by posifi oning the viewer in threshold spaces, staging expe-

riences that are transifi onal and between. In fi lm, sequence can priorifi se succession 

and create dissolves, while montage can produce juxtaposifi ons, simultaneous scenes 

that combine sameness and diff erence. In architecture, spaces can be designed as 

progressions, as centralised, as networks, as clusters, as grids or as free plans; all 

these can be invesfi gated in the journeys we take as users through them. 

Here we are moving through the rooms of Echo. At fi rst we might head from the front 

to the back of the house. In response to the off er of a staircase, we might go up, or 

instead hear through a door to the side, then drift  to and fro, around and back, later 

being drawn up and then down again. Echo’s artworks mediate our passage through 

space, and produce in fl owing, a sense of one place aft er another, and in pausing, an 

appreciafi on of what two, or more, things can do when situated beside one another. 

But there is also hesitafi on, and movements back and forth, visifi ng and revisifi ng 

experiences, turning and returning, looking and relooking, framing and reframing, all 

from diff erent points of view, between rooms, into alcoves, through windows, doors 

and screens, across scenes, both fi lmic and fabric. 

The hanging black fabric screen of Chamber (2024) fi lters the light, pausing my view. 

Flowing around the corner of the room, it stops before meefi ng a moving image – 

refl ected and obliquely projected – on a juxtaposed plane, itself facing the rhomboi-

dal frame that supports the origin of its projecfi on. This arrangement of frames and 

screens gestures back to previous works here and elsewhere, but also anfi cipate what 

is yet to come – hanging fabrics, welded steel frames, projected images – geometric 

variafi ons in subsequent rooms: ‘Some things you see will remind you of others.’

fi gures fade, then reappear

As I come through the door, I face a welded steel frame, that sits orthogonally to the 

right of a fi replace. To my side is another, made in the round, sifti  ng more centrally 

in the room. Beyond, at the bay window, hangs a fabric, its woven geometric paft ern 

gently distorfi ng in the changing light and shift ing air currents. 

Two female dancers across a white space. They match one another’s gestures, com-

ing together, moving apart, their feet beafi ng a dull rhythm, their breath rising and 

falling. The fi gures are screened periodically by a rippling fabric – red, grey, then red 

again, interrupfi ng, then dissolving.



Flowing, blowing, fl oafi ng, beafi ng, fading, breathing, marking, pulsing … fi me.

If the use of the fabric curtain or ‘curtain wall,’13 in modern architecture is connected 

historically to one fi gure, then it is to the exhibifi on designer Lilly Reich. Reich, with 

her history of designing the display of artefacts, fashion, fabrics and other materials, 

as well as furniture, and also collaborafi ng with Mies on many projects for exhibifi on 

and housing design. Some of these involved the design and posifi oning of glass and 

fabric screens, most famously in the Velvet and Silk Café at the Die Mode der Dame

(Women’s Fashion) exhibifi on for Berlin’s Funkturmhalle in 1927.  Although there 

are no drawings of the cafe, installafi on photographs show how several small spaces 

fl owed into one another ‘parfi ally defi ned by draperies of black, orange, and red 

velvet as well as black and lemon-yellow silk suspended from gracefully curved metal 

rods.’14 As Mafi lda McQuaid describes, the invenfi on here was the ‘fl oafi ng wall.’ 

This idea was developed later at the German Pavilion at the Internafi onal Exposifi on 

at Barcelona in 1929, and the Tugendhat House in Brno, now the Czech Republic, 

in 1928-30. Both architectural designs, collaborafi ons between Mies and Reich, set 

an important precedent for Mies’ design of the Farnsworth House (1949-51).15 And 

somefi me later Reich herself would ‘enhance[d] her unusual status as a furniture 

designer,’ becoming the only woman ‘to design a full series of furniture made of 

tubular steel.’16

Void (2023) and incurve (2024) are posifi oned across the room from one another: 

two fi gures of steel – one orthogonal, the other round – in dialogue with each other. 

Along the wall, another dialogue is in mofi on: two fi gures dance in close correspon-

dence. Robertson’s fi lm, my heart or shall I say one of my hearts is in building (2022), 

presents two female dancers performing a sequence of posifi ons and movements she 

choreographed in reference to the plan of the Velvet and Silk Café, and a quote from 

Reich provides the fi lm’s fi tle: ‘My real heart — or let us say one of my hearts — is in 

building, aft er all, and I am happy that I am sfi ll able to return to this love from fi me 

to fi me.’17

These words are taken from the research of Magdalena Droste, whose essay features 

in the catalogue of an exhibifi on on Reich curated by McQuaid. Reich talks here of 

how in 1928 she turned down the off er of a job heading up a new fashion insfi tute 

in Munich in order to confi nue working in exhibifi on design, a posifi on which was to 

change when Mies became the director of the Bauhaus in Dessau in September 1930, 

and Reich was off ered, in January 1932, the role of director of the weaving studio 

and the interiors workshop. By bringing together wall paper designs and designs for 



printed fabrics, this posifi on connected architecture, a tradifi onally male domain, and 

texfi les, the only part of the Bauhaus to employ women at the fi me.18

In idenfi fying the possible points of exit from phallocentric modes of thought, Rosi 

Braidofti   claims Gilles Deleuze for the feminist project, stressing how his philosophy 

of the Figure allows the emergence of new images of thought.19 She argues: ‘The 

nofi on of the fi gural (as opposed to the more convenfi onal aesthefi c category of the 

“fi gurafi ve”) is central to this project; it stresses the need for a posifi ve, asserfi ve style 

of thought, which expresses an acfi ve state of being.’20 This posifi on, Braidofti   claims, 

‘results in the elaborafi on of a new philosophical style that aims at expressing new, 

postmetaphysical fi gurafi ons of the subject.’21 Following the feminist and materialist 

account she gives of diff erence in Nomadic Subjects, Braidofti   goes on to develop the 

ethics of her nomadic philosophy in a subsequent book, Transposifi ons: On Nomad-

ic Ethics, 22 describing how ‘[t]he nofi on of “fi gurafi ons,” the quest for an adequate 

style, as opposed to “metaphors,” emerges as crucial to Deleuze’s use of the imagina-

fi on as a concept.’23 For Braidofti  :

Figurafi ons are not mere metaphors, but rather markers of more concretely 

situated historical posifi ons. A fi gurafi on is the expression of one’s specifi c 

posifi oning in space and fi me. It marks certain territorial or geopolifi cal 

coordinates, but it also points out one’s sense of genealogy of historical 

inscripfi on. Figurafi ons deterritorialise and destabilise the certainfi es of the 

subject and allow for a proliferafi on of situated or ‘micro’ narrafi ves of self 

and others.24

through the window

Light falls. From the bay window facing the garden, I turn towards the front of the 

house, where three tall windows cast shadows across the exposed wooden fl oor of 

a wide room. Outside a background, a street where traffi  c fl ows, and one red bus 

passes, then another. In the foreground, an intricate set of works are confi gured, a 

conversafi on between them begins. 

To the left  of the fi re place is Lucent (2021) a moving image projecfi on of a sculptural 

work Stereograph #36 by arfi st Liz Deschenes. Its projector sits on a low level frame, 

which off ers Orange Sound (for Laureft a Vinciarelli) (2024), a photographic image 



placed horizontally. Below the central window, Shaft  (2024), a texfi le work in mono-

chrome stripes, runs across the wooden fl oor boards and into the room. Opposite 

Lucent, My Fox River House Project (2024), is projected into the alcove, from prism 

(2024). The orthogonal structure of its frame has been skewed, echoing the form of 

Shaft , and suggesfi ng how My Fox River House Project (the name Edith Farnsworth 

gave to the house when it was being designed and built), might be viewed in perspec-

fi ve.

My Fox River House Project has more oft en been known as the Farnsworth House, 

the building that Mies designed for, and with, Edith Farnsworth, his client.25 It has 

been celebrated in architectural history as a manifestafi on of the modernist free plan, 

which, as architectural historian Jonathan Hill describes, is ‘familiarly associated with 

visual transparency and spafi al confi nuity.’ In discussing how the design calibrates 

the relafi on between architecture and nature, Hill notes how ‘Viewing nature from 

a sealed glass enclosure was a familiar theme in early modernist architecture’,26 and 

quotes Mies as saying, ‘If you view nature through the glass walls of the Farnsworth 

House, it gains a more profound signifi cance than if viewed from outside.’27 But as 

Hill argues, when nature is seen on all sides, ‘as in a panorama rather than a picture’, 

then, rather than ‘commanding the view, the viewer feels exposed.’28 With the design 

of the house placing the services – two bathrooms and a kitchen – in a wooden box in 

the centre of the plan, and leaving the rest of the living space open to the perimeter 

glass curtain wall, the client’s vulnerability to gazes from the outside has been argued 

as key to the dispute that emerged with her architect.29

Architectural historian and arfi st Nora Wendl’s research collaborafi ons have endeav-

oured to ‘re-store Farnsworth’s place in the house,’ including, as Brian Goldstein re-

counts, ‘replac[ing] its historically inaccurate furniture with the items that Farnsworth 

herself chose for her home.’ With Scoft  Mehaff ey and Rob Kleinschmidt, Wendl 

researched the furniture and decor using historical photographs, including chaise 

lounge chairs, dining room furniture, a daybed, and decorafi ve objects30. Robertson 

fi lmed My Fox River House Project at that fi me. 

It snowed. The landscape and the building within it turned monochrome. Silence 

seft led.

Robertson’s fi lm, My Fox River House Project (2022/24), presents a frozen white land-

scape viewed through windows. A cream curtain is pulled to the side. We next see it 

pulled across slightly, and later a lift le more, unfi l the curtain fi lls the whole screen, 



its creaminess fl owing and rippling. Aft er a while, the edge of the window frame is 

visible, and then the pearlescent curve of a lampshade. Suddenly, rather abruptly, 

a wooden panel obstructs the view. When the scene opens out again, the curtain is 

restricted to a narrow cream stripe running verfi cally through the landscape, parallel 

to the brown-grey columns of the winter trees, and cufti  ng across the black water 

that fl ows horizontally. 

We shift  to a wooden door viewed in elevafi on. Next we see a long tall strip of that 

door in secfi on, its silver handle projecfi ng to the side. Then a bathroom interior 

appears as a restricted narrow slice, followed by the verfi cal folded drapes of a white 

shower curtain. 

At fi mes refl ecfi ons of movement in the room are percepfi ble, a ghostly layer briefl y 

glimpsed across the glass. In its perambulafi ons of the plan, and circling the perim-

eter surfaces of the building, the camera turns towards and away from the river, 

creafi ng exquisite abstracted tableaus, composifi ons of nature and architecture, soft  

and hard surfaces, verfi cally arranged with horizontal dashes. 

The curtain contained, then blows free. 

The river fl ows, its surface light, melfi ng ice fl oats with refl ecfi ons of cloud. 

If echo describes the refl ecfi on of sound, then what kind of echo does light make? 

Refl ecfi ons? Refracfi ons? Diff racfi ons? Not all surfaces return things from where they 

came, the same, and certainly not in mirrored symmetry. The passage of light through

maft ers – the diff ering and deferring off ered by cloud, curtain, glass, ice, snow. 

In 2020, during the unseft ling quiet of the COVID-19 pandemic, arfi st Louise Lawler 

photographed the Donald Judd retrospecfi ve at MoMA, New York, at night – LIGHTS 

OFF, AFTER HOURS, IN THE DARK (2021). 

Velvet darkness. Rich shadows. Silken highlights. Sleek edges. Judd’s sculptures 

become huge silent hulks, captured in sequenfi al frames, revealing the subtlefi es of 

darkness, and night’s mysterious qualifi es to keep secrets, withhold meaning.31

Robertson borrows a black and white fragment – an oblique shadow of a window 

frame lying across the wooden boards of the MoMA fl oor in the darkness – and 

transforms this into a fragment of tuft ed carpet. The changing colour of the yarn is a 

record of one shift ing light condifi on, but Shaft ’s monochrome stripes also respond to 

the light that comes in from this window, here in Echo. Shaft  contains traces of text, 



which Robertson wrote, drawing connecfi ons across the work of Eileen Gray, Laureft a 

Vinciarelli and Virginia Woolf. Together, the text and the texfi le produce an opfi cal 

paft erning of interspersed spaces and lines, a textual interweave of presence and 

absence, fabricated of word and yarn.

Liz Deschenes’ sculpture Stereograph 36 also registers ambient light condifi ons. 

When shown at Large Glass, London in 2021, Robertson’s Lucent witnessed the move-

ment of light and shadow on its surface – how the silvery surfaces Stereograph 36’s 

photographic paper changed over fi me in response to the shift ing light of the viewing 

condifi ons. In projecfi ng a record of these light shift s, Lucent becomes Stereograph 

36’s displaced double. The subtle dialogue between Stereograph 36 and Shaft  is 

refi gured in the relafi on between Lucent and Shaft  concerning the trace, as both 

substance and image of a moment in fi me. While Shaft  rematerialises the displaced 

moment of the Lawler photograph back into a hapfi c spafi al experience, Lucent de-

materialises Deschenes’ light sensifi ve sculpture into projected light.

Both Judd in art, and Mies in architecture, represent a minimalist brand of 

modernism, that was concerned with light and form. In the early 1970s, Judd 

moved to Marfa, Texas, where he is known for his architectural intervenfi ons on the 

abandoned army base purchased by the Dia Art Foundafi on in 1971 to house long-

term art installafi ons of Judd and his contemporaries. Architect Laureft a Vinciarelli 

joined him there in the late 1970s. From her extensive research, Rebecca Siefert has 

argued that during their fi me together, Vinciarelli and Judd collaborated on some 

of his most well-known architectural projects, including work in Providence, Rhode 

Island, Cleveland, Ohio, and Marfa, and how Vinciarelli had a vital impact on Judd’s 

work in architecture and design.33

MoMA acquired some of Vinciarelli’s early works on paper, such as the series The 

Non-Homogenous Grid (1973–74), in 1974, and Orange Sound (1999), somefi me lat-

er, in 1999.32 This series of seven images, water colour on paper, pay homage to light, 

giving an auditory note to visual phenomena – the sound of light on water. Robertson 

places her own photographic image of one of this series facing upwards. In Orange 

Sound (for Laureft a Vinciarelli), a digital print on aluminium, Robertson’s own pres-

ence is refl ected in the glass, a barely registered whisper. Gently perched on welded 

steel, the frame cropped, an oblique orange light hovers. The colour is luminous, 

resonant with emofi on. The memory of sunlight in the American southwest, refracted 

through New York, glows in a London room.



Explorafi ons of the grid, and the combinatorial possibilifi es it off ers for arranging 

space are a strong feature of minimal and conceptual art. Vinciarelli’s work 

invesfi gates the role of the grid in confi guring architectural typologies, specifi cally 

the courtyard. Like the screen or celosia, the courtyard or pafi o allows both privacy 

and the free circulafi on of air, making it well suited to hot and dry climates, including 

that of southwest Texas. Siefert notes that Vinciarelli argued against the abstracfi on 

of the grid and ‘the universal building type,’ preferring an architecture that responds 

with a sense for the ‘specifi city of place.’ With reference to drawings like ‘Hangar and 

Courtyard’ (1980) and ‘The Seven Courtyards’(1981), Siefert discusses how Vinciarelli 

engages with the history of Italian building culture and ‘the dynamic between 

openness and enclosure’ of such elements as the pergola found in micro-gardens. 

Such forms Vinciarelli employed in her designs for a garden at the Walker House in 

Marfa 1979, and likened to a ‘spafi al fabric.’33

In a text wrift en near the end of his life, Sigmund Freud disfi nguishes between con-

strucfi on and interpretafi on as diff erent forms of analyfi c technique: 

‘Interpretafi on’ applies to something that one does to some single element 

of the material, such as an associafi on or a parapraxis. But it is a ‘construc-

fi on’ when one lays before the subject of the analysis a piece of his early 

history that he has forgoft en ... 34

For Freud, according to Jean Laplanche, any construcfi on or interpretafi on of mate-

rial made by an analysand is always a reconstrucfi on,35 but for Laplanche, analysis 

is fi rst and foremost a method of deconstrucfi on (ana-lysis), where the analyst is 

tasked with the aim of clearing a way for a new construcfi on. Laplanche writes of 

Penelope, who in the myth weaves with the sole aim of unweaving, to gain fi me unfi l 

Ulysses returns. He discusses the Greek word analuein, which is to analyse, to undo, 

to unweave. He sees the work of unweaving ‘as the very model of psychoanalysis’: 

‘unweaving so that a new fabric can be woven, disentangling to allow the formafi on 

of new knots’.36

Woolf describes her process of literary scene-making as involving the composifi on of 

knots:

These scenes, by the way, are not altogether a literary device – a means of 

summing up and making a knot out of innumerable lift le threads. Innumer-

able threads there were; sfi ll, if I stopped to disentangle, I could collect a 

number. But whatever the reason may be, I fi nd that scene making is my 



natural way of marking the past. A scene always comes to the top; arranged, 

representafi ve.37

In her autobiographical wrifi ng, in ‘Sketch of the Past,’ in one of the earliest scenes 

Woolf remembers, when she hears waves on the beach outside, from behind a yellow 

blind, relates sound to light through a texfi le experience: 

… of hearing the blind draw its lift le acorn across the fl oor as the wind blew 

the blind out. It is of lying and hearing the splash and seeing this light, and 

feeling, it is almost impossible that I should be here …38

while ascending

I encounter another scene, and remember, again, how one thing reminds me of 

another. 

A hand woven double cloth, black and white, hangs on the stairs. keep the mystery 

(2024) reminds me of how Shaft  translates the trace of one refl ecfi ng light condifi on 

on a surface into a receptacle for receiving another, and how Lucent’s recording of an 

earlier scene of light and shadow projects this into a diff erent space, creafi ng another 

situafi on. 

Fabric returns light through refracfi on and diff racfi on as well as refl ecfi on. Depending 

on the looseness of the weave, a texfi le can both diff ract and refract light. Some light 

waves may pass through the gaps between threads, creafi ng opfi cal paft erns and 

diff racted textures, others may be refracted by the medium itself. 

Opfi cal intra-acfi ons. Echoes of a kind.

The light condifi ons on Judd’s sculptures recorded in Lawler’s photographs, the re-

ceived light registered by Deschenes’ photograms, all these refl ecfi ng, refracfi ng and 

diff racfi ng through Robertson’s material mediafi ons and sculptural choreography. 

Turned and re-turned. 

I am reminded again of Barad, who in a related footnote to the quote above, sug-

gests:

While returning might have the associafi on of refl ecfi on (how light returns 

from where it came once it hits the mirror), re-turning … is about diff racfi ng. 



The play here between refl ecfi on/returning and diff racfi on/re-turning, 

separated only by the mere mark of a hyphen, is an important reminder 

that refl ecfi on and diff racfi on are not opposites, not mutually exclusive, but 

rather diff erent opfi cal intra-acfi ons highlighfi ng diff erent paft erns, opfi cs, 

geometries that oft en overlap in pracfi ce.39

These knots that bind, those entanglements that ensue; these threads that shuft le 

back and forth weaving paft erns, those strands that slip away unravelling the struc-

ture … Texfi le provides another set of geometries, both material and metaphorical, 

for grasping the intra-relafi ons between and across Robertson’s works situated in 

Echo’s ground fl oor.

in an upstairs room

Laplanche argues that Freud’s aim was not to restore historical confi nuity by 

reintegrafi ng lost memories, but rather to produce a history of the unconscious. 

In this history – one of disconfi nuity, burial and resurgence – the diff erence is that 

the turning points or moments of transformafi on are internal rather than external, 

described in terms of ‘scenes’ as opposed to the ‘events’ of history.40 In reworking 

Freud’s discussion of the kinds of material presented for analysis, Laplanche notes 

how it is in memories and fragments of memories that ‘the major scenes are to be 

found’, ‘scaft ered, fragmented or repeated’.41

This last room of Echo is a ‘major’ scene, but it is not a fi nal one. In returning us to 

Reich and Mies, to the Barcelona Pavilion, and to a ‘piece of early history,’ we are 

witness to the performance of another re-turn:

The impetus of Laura Marfí nez de Guereñu’s arfi sfi c intervenfi on Re-en-

actment at the Barcelona Pavilion was to involve visitors in an architectural 

situafi on that shed new light on the history and authorship of the pavilion 

itself. Through a radical reconfi gurafi on of the pavilion, Marfí nez de Guereñu 

enacted an experienfi al ruminafi on on the missing presence of Lilly Reich 

within the pavilion’s historiography.42

Robertson writes here of Re-enactment (2020), footage of which forms the subject of 

her fi lm Thoroughfare (2020), which moves in and out of the spaces of the Barcelona 

Pavilion, re-turning fi me and again to the pool, where the water surface, in catching 

the light, casts refl ecfi ons on the walls behind. 



The camera pans back. 

We see the verfi cal polished red onyx wall, with its strangely repeafi ng paft erns and 

mirror symmetries of geology, reminding me of the inkblots of the psychological 

Rorschach test. 

The camera moves in again. 

People are passing through the pavilion in archival footage framed on an exhibifi on 

screen. 

A fl ag blows in the wind. The shadow of another fl ag fl uft ers on the wall behind. 

Light glances across the glass top of a display case where archival documents appear 

to fl oat, becoming a fl oor of distributed textual paft erns. 

Images of the Barcelona Pavilion, taken in 1929, dissolve into views of those images 

as they were presented in Re-enactment in 2020.

Robertson confi nues:

The pavilion’s central double-faced white glass wall, lit from within by a 

hidden skylight, was removed by Marfí nez de Guereñu so as to acfi vate the 

normally unseen space enclosed within this glass wall while also opening 

the interior space to the outside. Within this voided space, she inserted a re-

construcfi on of two horizontal display tables designed by Reich for the 1929 

German exhibits in Barcelona. … On the ceiling above, she inserted stretched 

white fabric into the skylight opening, creafi ng a luminous rectangle to 

mirror the dimensions of the refl ecfi ve glass-topped display cases directly 

below. Pivotal to her intervenfi on is the fact that the double-glass wall nor-

mally conceals a hidden space that was literally brought to light.

We see an uncanny doubling, the raised arms of Alba (or Dawn) Georg Kolbe’s bronze 

female fi gure who stands facing south in the pool in the archival footage, is seen next 

to Dawn, again, in Robertson’s fi lming of Re-enactment. 

Dawn’s image fl ips. 



I remember too, the other reconstrucfi on at play in this architectural history. The Ger-

man Pavilion, originally designed by Mies and Reich, for the Internafi onal Exhibifi on 

in Barcelona in 1929, was rebuilt in 1986. This Dawn is a reproducfi on of that Dawn, 

today located elsewhere, in Berlin, as Catalina Mejia Moreno recounts, opposite 

Morning.43

Framing and reframing. Turning and returning. Returning and re-turning. 

A red curtain ripples.

Absence and presence. Construcfi on and reconstrucfi on. Repefi fi on and reversal. 

Now and then. Now and again. 

What to make of these re-enactments, re-materialisafi ons, re-fi gurafi ons?

Figurafi on allows a feminist re-turning of minimalism. If abstracfi on rejects the fi gur-

al, then fi gurafi on works across the two: 

As a concept, fi gurafi on refers to the creafi ve act of producing form for 

thought but also to the process of the taking shape of thought fi gures, as 

well as the result of this act and process. As such fi gurafi on cuts across tra-

difi onal categorizafi ons of the fi gurafi ve versus the abstract as two disfi nct 

categories of representafi on in art history.44

And when fi gurafi on, as a pracfi ce of feminist materialism, takes situated posifi onality 

as not only a perceptual, but a cultural and historical experience, then minimalism’s 

take on the body, which can run the risk of foreclosing the polifi cal, can be recharged 

in a self-refl ecfi ve mode. Robertson’s work points to the possibilifi es for addressing 

absences or gaps in history, but not simply by represencing. Rather a certain ambiv-

alence is palpable, performed through screens and curtains that reveal and conceal, 

permit and refuse. 

Robertson’s research into art and architectural history, feminist and other, is 

present, oft en obliquely, at the periphery, somehow in the shadow of a refl ecfi on 

you didn’t quite nofi ce at the fi me. In invesfi gafi ng the sensual phenomena – visual 

and tacfi le – generated by art and architecture made by others, out of specifi c 



material and historical condifi ons, Robertson’s own work registers social and cultural 

undercurrents. How oft en does the desire to see, and to know, in the fi lms, in the 

gallery, get frustrated, unexpectedly, by a view that is withheld, only later to open out 

again. 

In Time and Narrafi ve Paul Ricoeur focuses on confi gurafi on or emplotment as the 

device held in common between historical and fi cfi onal narrafi ves that allows one to 

‘measure’ these two narrafi ve modes, of historiography and literature, historical and 

fi cfi onal, by the ‘same standard,’ and so to examine their temporal relafi ons.45 The 

disfi ncfi on Ricoeur makes between the fi me of narrafi ng and the fi me of the narrafi ve 

itself, resonate with Rosine Perelberg’s descripfi on of how ‘diff erent dimensions of 

fi me unfold’ within the psychoanalyfi c sefti  ng, where ‘a tension between the old and 

the new [is] set in mofi on.’46

Two white hexagons fl oat around the room. 

Caught in the light, their apparent movement shift s me.

Something is set in mofi on. 
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